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Lecture Title: Identification & Authentication in a 21st Century Identification Environment

Overview

Item identification has long been an essential element of manufacturing and maintenance; however, it has never been a critical design factor and likely a matter of replicating what has been done in the past with no thought for its impact on managing the item through life. Add to this today’s real concerns about counterfeit products throughout the supply chain and you’ve just increased the difficulty in authentication.

This session will contrast traditional item identification with a comprehensive view of an integrated item identification ecosystem. This modern approach leverages modern item marking using automatic data capture techniques and a web-enabled information management strategy to support identification and authentication throughout. This approach consists of: a strategic view of the importance of item traceability; well designed durable modern item marking with authenticity features; business process changes that capture item identity throughout the lifecycle; a web-based supplier portal and analysis tools that can better manage your most critical assets.

In today's world, traditional item identification simply doesn't go far enough. Item identification must establish the basis for connecting life cycle events to support a well-defined and executed information management strategy. Answers to questions of authenticity and origin are then simple to answer. In some cases this may mean visibility of the full chain of custody throughout the supply chain and in others authentication of the physical mark may provide enough assurance.

Finally, we will explore the specific marking technologies that depending on the complexity of the item and the supply chain, show promise for enhancing traceability and tracking of items and discuss the benefits, challenges and infrastructure considerations that make implementation of these technologies challenging or trivial.